
 
The Coming Hell and High Water  
 
     a found poem based on entries for land & sea conditions in the Beaufort Wind Force Scale 

 
Scientific research indicates that climate change will cause hurricanes and tropical storms  

to become more intense — lasting longer, unleashing stronger winds,  
and causing more damage to [first world] coastal ecosystems and communities.  

       —The Nature Conservancy 
 

Since the mid-1800s, U.S. emissions of carbon dioxide,  
the primary greenhouse gas, accounted for 29% of the global total.  

—Joseph Romm 
 

Persistent heat on land and in the sea this June [2016] shattered records, yet again. 
      —National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) 

 
 

0.   Calm    Smoke will rise, straight up. 
     A mirroring sea. 
 
1.   Light air   Wind motion visible in smoke.  
     Leaves and vanes unmoved.     
     Ripples are scales with no  
     white foam crests. 
 
2.   Light breeze   Rustling leaves and wind felt  
     with ease on exposed skin. Waves 
     crest glassy, do not break. 
 
3.   Gentle breeze  Leaves and twigs in perpetual 
     motion. Small flags wave. Large  
     still wavelets with crests that start  
     to break. Whitecaps scatter. 
      
4.   Moderate breeze  Dust and loose papers lift. Small  
     branches move. Small waves,  
     breaking crests, and fairly  
     frequent whitecaps. 
 
5.   Fresh breeze   Smaller trees sway and palms 
     bend. Waves of moderate length 
     take a more pronounced form. 
     Chance of some spray, 
     a multitude of whitecaps. 
 
6.   Strong breeze   Large-branch locomotion. Whistling  
     in window cracks and overhead wires.  
     Empty bins tip. Long waves form.  
     Airborne spray and white foam crests. 
     “Umbrella use becomes difficult.” 



 
7.   Near gale  Impossible to walk in the wind.  
     Whole trees move. Airborne  
     spray. Foam from the broken  
     waves blown to streaks 
     of white. The sea heaps up.     
 
8.   Gale   Twigs break. Cars veer. A body feels 
     the power of the wind. High  
     waves crest in spindrift. More  
     airborne spray. “Progress on foot  
     is seriously impeded.” 
 
9.   Strong gale  Shingles fly. Branches break. Small 
     trees and signs and barricades blow 
     down. High waves with crests roll  
     over dense foam lifted by wind  
     in streaks. Airborne spray begins  
     to blot the ability to see. 
 
10.   Storm   Trees broken or uprooted. High  
     waves with overhanging crests.  
     Tumbling waves of heavy impact, 
     shock. Airborne spray limits visibility. 
     Patches of foam claim the sea  
     a sea of white. Extensive    
     damage to property. 
 
11.   Violent storm  Foam driven by wind covers 
     much of the sea, a froth. The air  
     filled with driving spray. Exceptionally 
     high waves and visibility greatly 
     reduced. “Small and medium-sized 
     ships might be for a time lost 
     behind the waves.” Widespread  
     damage to vegetation and structures  
     most likely.  
   
12.   Hurricane force Monumental waves. The air a driving 
     spray. Visibility very seriously affected.  
     Debris and the unsecured hurled about. 
     Damage to structures and vegetation  
     severe, considerable, and widespread.  
     The sea is completely white.     


